This addendum #1 is for INSTALLATION OF ELECTRONIC SECURITY EQUIPMENT

Clarifying questions that were asked

- Agrisicence 1st Floor
  - Alt Int. PTZ (Agsci C) – There is already an existing camera at this location. **This analog camera will be replaced with the camera specified and will not run through the analog/digital converter.**

- Jane Ryan School
  - Ext PTZ (JR-B) Outside 16B – Print says “Alternate”, Chart says “Base Bid” **This camera is an ALTERNATE item.**

- Madison Middle School
  - Ext PTZ (MAD-D) Outside 116 – Print says “Alternate”, Chart says “Base Bid” **This camera is an ALTERNATE item.**

- Middlebrook School
  - Ext PTZ (MB-D) Outside Custodial Office – Print says “Alternate”, Chart says “Base Bid” **This camera is an ALTERNATE item.**

- Hardware & Software
  - 11.1.1 states “Cameras will record @ 30FPS under normal conditions” **This is correct.**
  - Appendix A under IP Cameras states: FPS for all cameras to be set @ 8FPS **This is NOT correct.**

- Cabling
  - 5. Vendor must supply CAT6e patch cords: 100) 2’ & 100) 4’ pink & green, is this to replace existing patch cords? Will we be responsible for changing these out or just supplying the patch cords? **This applies only to cords installed with the cameras specified—not existing cords. There should not be any existing cords associated with the cameras as they are new equipment.**
• What time is the bid due on January 26th, 2016 & will there be a public opening? 2:00pm

Proposal documents & Addendums can be accessed from the Town of Trumbull website (www.trumbull-ct.gov) in the Purchasing Department Section - link to “Bid Invitations”.

Inquiries of a technical nature may be directed to Steve Kennedy 203-452-4306.